Complement activation in platelet concentrates is surface-dependent and modulated by the platelets.
Activation of platelets during storage may contribute to the loss of function and viability known as the platelet storage lesion. We investigated the role of complement activation as a possible mediator of the platelet storage lesion. We studied platelet bags stored up to 5 days under standard blood bank conditions and monitored the generation of several complement activation fragments from both the classical and alternative pathways. To assess the role of noncellular artificial surfaces in the activation of complement, parallel bags were prepared containing platelet-poor plasma. The levels of C4d and C3a increased steadily over time in storage, as did the level of the inactivated membrane attack complex SC5b-9. Generation of C4d, C5a, and SC5b-9 was greater in the absence of platelets than when platelets were present in the container. C5a levels in both groups were low and remained so during storage, suggesting that the C5a generated became surface associated. Using flow cytometry we detected C3 and C3a, but not C9, on the platelet surface. The percentage of C3-positive platelets peaked at the third day of storage; by day five platelet-associated C3 had declined. Decay accelerating factor expression on the platelet surface increased with time in storage and in parallel with CD63 expression. Based on the C4d levels, complement activation proceeded via the classical pathway; minimal generation of the alternative pathway activation fragment. Bb was seen in either the presence or absence of platelets. As an indirect measure of the activation of C1, the functional level of C1 esterase inhibitor (C1INH) was determined. C1INH levels declined over time in storage in bags containing only plasma; however, in the presence of platelets, the levels remained constant presumably because of release of C1INH from the alpha-granules of activated platelets.